All talks will be held in the Indiana Memorial Union. Registration is free. Refreshments will be served during breaks. A continental breakfast will be available from 8:00-9:00am on Friday and Saturday morning. There will be a banquet on Friday night at Samira Restaurant. There will be a party Saturday evening at Kirk Ludwig’s house open to all conference attendees.

The conference organizers are grateful to the College of Arts and Humanities Institute and the Department of Philosophy for their generous support of the 2nd annual conference of the Society for the Study of the History of Analytic Philosophy.

Thursday, May 9th

12:30-1:30pm REGISTRATION @ the Dogwood Room

1:30-2:30pm SESSION 1 (Chairs: Weiss/Lindquist)

Persimmon
Jonathan Surovell, Carnap's Response to the Charge that Verificationism is Self-Undermining

Sassafras
Reshef Agam-Segal, The Pot Paradox: Resoluteness in Philosophy and Ethics with Reference to Alice Crary

2:30pm-3:00pm BREAK

3:00-4:00pm SESSION 2 (Chairs: Weiner/Surovell/Hylton)

Dogwood
Gregory Lavers, Frege, Carnap, and Explication: ‘Our Concern Here is to Arrive at a Concept of Number Usable for the Purpose of Science’

Persimmon
Clark Sexton, Are Analytic Truths About the World?

Sassafras
Sanford Shieh, Are there Violations of Logical Syntax?

4:00-4:30pm BREAK

4:30-6:30pm KEYNOTE (Chair: Kirk Ludwig)

Dogwood
Joan Weiner, Frege and the Beast of Reality: why Benacerraf’s puzzle rests on a mistake

http://www.indiana.edu/~socrates/SSHAP2/
Friday, May 10th

8:00am BREAKFAST @ the Dogwood Room

9:00-10:00am SESSION 3 (Chairs: Stern/Carlson/Greve)

Dogwood  Ian Proops, Russellian Acquaintance

Persimmon  Rob DiSalle, Scientific representation from an analytic perspective

Sassafras  Jolen Gualaugher, Ahistoricism in Analytic Philosophy: A Case Study

10:00-10:30am BREAK

10:30-11:30am SESSION 4 (Chairs: Macbeth/Lavers/Ludwig)

Dogwood  David Stern, Editing Moore’s notes on Wittgenstein’s lectures, Cambridge 1930-1933

Persimmon  Kevin Klement, Russell on the Propositional Liar

Sassafras  Greg Lynch, Radical Interpretation and the Problem of Asymmetry

11:30-1:00pm LUNCH in the Tudor Room: SSHAP Business Meeting

1:00-2:00pm SESSION 5 (Chairs: Ludwig/Creath/Stern)

Dogwood  Gregory Landini, Russell and the Curious Calculi of Spencer Brown and Wittgenstein

Persimmon  Steven Bland, The Principle of Tolerance and Carnap’s Scientific Philosophy

Sassafras  Sebastian Greve, Wittgenstein’s Private Language Game

2:00-2:30pm BREAK

2:30-3:30pm SESSION 6 (Chairs: Kaplan/Worrell/Taschek)

Dogwood  Thomas Ricketts, Truth-functions and Independence in the Tractatus

Persimmon  Daniel Harris, The Origins of Semantic Content in Early 20th Century Logic

Sassafras  Dirk Greimann, Frege’s Performative Argument Against Truth Relativism

3:30-4:00pm BREAK

4:00-6:00pm KEYNOTE (Chair: Gary Ebbs)

Dogwood  Warren Goldfarb, Wittgenstein against Logicism

7:00pm BANQUET @ Samira Restaurant
Saturday, May 11th

8:00am BREAKFAST @ the Dogwood Room

9:00-10:00am SESSION 7 (Chairs: Ludwig/Shieh/Carlson)

Dogwood James Levine, The Place of Vagueness in Russell's Philosophical Development

Persimmon Max Weiss, An elementary exposition of the general propositional form

Sassafras Sean Morris, Quine, Ontology, and Quantifying in to Predicate Positions

10:00-10:30am BREAK

10:30-11:30am SESSION 8 (Chairs: Ebbs/Koss/Harris)

Dogwood Richard Creath, Carnap's Aufbau and Quine's Objection

Persimmon Katarina Perovic, The Real Lessons of Bradley's Regress(es)

Sassafras Franklin D. Worrell, Moore's Proof of an External World: Method and Misunderstanding

11:30-12:00pm BREAK

12:00-1:00pm SESSION 9 (Chairs: Ricketts/Lapointe/Morris)

Dogwood Peter Hylton, Significance in Quine

Persimmon Danielle Macbeth, Logical Form in Mathematical Practice

Sassafras Craig Fox, Making Sense of Wittgenstein's Lecture on Ethics

1:00-2:30pm LUNCH

2:30-3:30pm SESSION 10 (Chairs: Levine/Lynch/Koss)

Dogwood William Taschek, On the Tractarian Critique of Frege's use of ' | — '

Persimmon Sean Crawford, The Multiple-Relation Theory of Intentionality and its Contemporary Significance

Sassafras Sandra Lapointe, Bolzano's Logical Realism

3:30-4:00pm BREAK

4:00-6:00pm KEYNOTE (Chair: Joan Weiner)

Dogwood Peter Sullivan, Quantification and the Generality of Logic

8:30pm PARTY @ 2302 E Woodstock Place